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Abstract. Existing engineering materials allow the constuction of towers to heights of many ki lometers. Orbital 
launch from a high altitude has signifi cant advantages over sea-level launch due to the reduced atmospheric pressure, 
resulting in lower atmospheric drag on the vehi cle and all owing higher rocket eng ine performance. Hi gh-altitude 
launch sites are particularly advantageous for sing le-stage to orbit (SSTO) vehi cles, where the payload is typ ically 
2% of the initial launch mass. An earlier paper enumerated some of the advantages of high altitude launch of SSTO 
vehicles. In this paper, we calculate launch trajectories for a candidate SSTO vehic le, and calculate the advantage of 
launch at launch a ltitudes 5 to 25 ki lometer altitudes above sea level. The performance increase can be directly 
translated into increased payload capability to orbi t, ranging from 5 to 20% increase in the mass to orbil. For a 
candidate vehicle with an ini tial payload fract ion of 2% of gross lift-off weight, this corresponds to 31 % increase in 
payload (for 5-km launch altitude) to 122% additional payload (for 25-km launch alti tude) . 
INTRODUCTION 
Existi ng human-build structures have heights s li ghtly less than one ki lometer, however, this he ight is not limited by 
materials or construction tec hnology, but rather is li mited by the lack of a compe ll ing app lication for higher towe rs. 
Towers of height f ifteen to twenty-five ki lometers could be easi ly built using present-day material s. Use of such 
towers could have great advantages as the launch site of a si ng le stage to robit vehicl e. 
As an example, table I shows the minim um mass required for a tower s ized to hold its ow n weight plus that of a 
2000-ton payload at the top of the tower. If the tower material is constructed from a sta nda rd construction materi al, 
cast steel, the minimum tower mass is approximately two and a half t imes the weight of the pay load at the top. To 
avo id structural co llapse, if made from steel , such a tower wou ld have to be tapered s lightly (area taper rati o 2.6: I) 
f rom the bottom to top. If a more advanced material with a higher strenght to weight rati o is used , graphite/epoxy 
composite, the tower is much lower in weight. In th is case the required tower mass is onl y 14% of the mass of the 
supported pay load, and no taper is needed. Even more advanced materials a llow a lower mass yet to be employed . 
Although these s im plified ca lcul ated masses do not inc lude nonstructura l beams and req ui red aux il iary components, 
such as (fo r example) elevators required to lift the vehic le to the top of the tower, cab les for bracing, and active-
damping contro l structure for mitigating vibration and wind loads, they serve as a sanity check to show that towers 
cons iderably higher than those presently constructed are, in fact , not prohibited by the basic phys ics of materia ls. 
For extremely high towers , the structure wo uld likely be constructed as a "fractal truss," where the individual beams 
of a truss are each themselves a truss member, and so forth. A n example of such a multi- level truss structu re is 
shown in figure 1. In addition to the truss structure, an extreme a ltitude tower may a lso inc lude wire bracing . Wire 
braci ng may also be used for some of the active control to stabi lize latera l loading. 
As discussed by Landis (1998), use of the top of such a tower as the launch s ite of a rocket would have a long li st of 
advantages. Single stage to orbi t (SSTO) vehicles are particularly sensitive to small improvements in launch 
conditions because of the low payload fraction. Landis (1998) estimated that the payload of a single stage to orbit 
vehicle could improve by approxi mately 60% if the vehicle was launched fro m fifteen kilometers altitude, instead of 
launching at sea level. 
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TABLE 1. Calculation of Structural Mass Required for a Fifteen-Ian Tower (From Landis 1998), Comparing Steel 
to Graphite-epoxy Composite. 
Tower payload: 
2000 tons 
Structural material: Cast steel: 
Lc = 15.4 km taper required 
tower mass 5300 tons 
(area taper ratio 2.6) 
Structural material: Graphite epoxy: 
Lc = 107.5 km No taper needed 
tower mass 280 tOilS 
FIGURE 1. Example of a Steel Tower with a Mul ti-leve l ("Fractal") Truss Structure, Where Each of the Beams of 
the Truss Structme is Itself a Truss . 
The improvement in performance is primarily due to lower air density. By starting at a lower atmospheric pressure, 
the vehicle has severa l design advantages that result in a reduced delta-V required to reach orbit. As well as the 
reduced drag, the aerodynamic advantages include: 
1. Reduced atmospheric drag loss 
2. Vehicle can be designed with less attention to aerodynamics. 
3. More optimum trajectory curves from vertica l toward horizontal earlier in flight 
4. Maxi mum aerodynamic stress ("Max-Q") occurs at a much lower pressure; lower aerodynamic stress 
5. Aerodynamic vibrations lower; allows less robust (lighter) payload 
6. Wi nd loads on vehicle in fl ight much lower 
7. Acoustic loads much lower 
8. Cryogenic storage easier (lower conduction and convective heating) 
9. Aero-shroud jettison (for vehicles which jettison non-essential parts) can occur earli er in the trajectory 
Figure 2 shows the atmospheric pressure in MPa (equiva lent to percentage of one atmosphere) plotted as a function 
of the launch altitude. Plotted on the same graph is the delta-V required to reach orb it, where the lower aerodynamic 
drag have been expressed in the form of the required delta-V to reach orb it. As can be seen from the figure, the 
velocity increment needed for launching to orbit decreases directly as a fu nction of the ini tial a ltitude, and the 
atmospheric pressure. 
In addition, the lower atmospheric pressure means that the rocket operates in an environment which is closer to 
vacuum . D ata on en gine performance improvement with th e change from nea r sea-level to near-vacuwn 
conditions has been tabula ted b y Isakowi tz, Hopkins, and Hopkins (1999). For example, the Rocketdyne Atlas 
MA-S sustainer engines produce a specific impulse 309 sec operating in vacuum ; whil e the M A-SA booster 
(essenti ally the same engine with a nozzle reoptimized for low-a ltitude operati on) produces a spec if ic impulse of 
253 seconds at sea level. High altitude operation results in a 22.1 % increase in perfo rmance. The increased engine 
performance can be separated into several components: 
I. Higher rocket engine performance at launch due to lower pressure 
2. Higher expansion ratio possible 
3. Less design compromise needed for operati ng engine at variable pressure. 
4. Lower chamber pressure required to achieve high performance 
One of the resul ts of the calculations seen here was that the improvement in engine perfo rmance in fact is a 
significantly Jarger contribu tion to the performance improvement than the reduction in atmospheric drag. 
In this paper, a trajectory simulation is used to numerically calculate the perfOlmance of a candidate SSTO vehicle 
as a fu nction of the launch altitude. 
Fina lly, launching from an alti tude above the weather means no design compromises are needed for weather. T hese 
vehicle design advantages are not included in the performance calculations discussed here: 
1. Fewer delays for weather 
2. Above lightning hazard 
3. Lower buffeting due to weather and reduced wi nd shear means a less robust design needed 
APPROACH 
In o rder to eva luate the real benefits of the launch site altitude on rocket performance, a numerica l trajectory 
simulation program was written to compute the fi nal mass as a fu nction of the launch a ltitude for a single stage to 
orb it vehicle. The simulation program has been written in Fortran 77, and fo llows the approach of Sullivan ( 1990) 
and Bromley (1998). The launch was assumed to be from a point located on the earth equator, and the fin al orbi t is 
circular at an altitude of200 km (125 miles) Table 2 shows the assumed vehicle parameters 
In order to compute the aerodynamic forces , it is necessary to know the coefficients of aerodynamic normal and 
axial fo rce. These coeffi cients are fu nction of both Mach number and angle of attack . Aerodynami c fo rces were 
computed using a set of equations interpolated from the aerodynamic characteristics quoted by Sutton (2001 ). 
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The engine performance varies as a function of extell1al pressure. The performance was calcu lated at each point in 
the trajectory, and the average specific impulse (Isp) was then calculated by dividing the total impulse produced 
over the flight by the total fuel conswned. 
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FIGURE 2. Atmospheric pressure and delta-V required to reach orbit are plotted as a function of the initi al launch 
altitude for a candidate SSTO vehicle. 
TABLE 2: Parameters of the example SSTO vehicle used in the trajectory simulation. 
Propellant (Fuel/Oxidizer) Liquid hydrogen (LH2)/Liquid Oxygen (LOx) 
Mixture ratio 3.4:1 
Specific gravity 260kglm3 (16.23 Ibm/ft3) 
Specif ic heat ratio 1.26 
Chamber temperature 2959K (4866F) 
Chamber pressure 20.26MPa (2939psia) 
Engine throttled to limit acceleration to 3g; Throttle range 20-JOO%. 
RESULTS 
Figure 2 shows the atmospheric pressure in MPa (equivalent to percentage of one atmosphere) plotted as a function 
of the launch altitude. Plotted on the same graph is the delta-V requi red to reach orbit, including the velocity lost 
due to atmospheric drag. As can be seen from the figure, the velocity increment needed for launching to orbit 
decreases di rectly as a function of the initial launch site altitude, and the atmospheric pressure. 
Figure 3 shows the results of the trajectory simulation . The total propellant mass is plotted as a fraction of the initial 
mass ("Gross Lift-off Mass") . The required propellant loading for the exampl e SSTO vehicle decreases with 
altitude fro m 87 .5% of the gross lift-off mass, down to slightly over 85% of the gross lift-off mass for a launch 
altitude of 25 km above sea level. 
Since for the candidate SSTO the payload is typically on the order of 2% of the gross lift-off mass, thi s decrease in 
required fuel mass potentiall y represents a large increase in payload. The performance increase can be directly 
translated into increased payload capability to orbit. The results show that the mass to orbit increase ranges fro m 
~. 
5% increase in mass to orbit for a 5-kilometer launch altitude, to a 19.68% increase in the mass to orbit for a 25-km 
launch altitude. For a candidate vehicle with an initial payload fract ion of 2% of gross lift-off weight, thi s 
corresponds to 31 % increase in payload (for 5 km launch altitude) to 122% additional payload (for 25 km launch 
altitude) . Since 5 kilometers is an altitude achievab le at the summit of many terrestrial mountains, a mountain 
launch represents a potential alternative to a tower, with lower performance than a higher tower, but still noticible 
gain . (It should be noted , however, that at 5 km the launch site is not above the reaches of the weather.) 
Table 3 breaks down the improvement in performance into two components. The effect of decreased drag due to 
lower atmospheric pressure is seen as a decrease in the delta-V required to reach orbit. The improvement in the 
specific impulse of the engine is averaged over the flight, and expressed as the improved Isp. As can be seen, the 
majority of the performance improvement is due to the increased specific impulse achieved by operating the rocket 
engines at a lower ambient pressure. 
TABLE 3: Calculated contributions of drag reduction and engine performance increase on launch vehicle 
performances, compared to sea level launch. The final columm, increase in payload, is calculated assuming that the 
payload mass is 2% of the gross lift-off mass for the sea-level launch . 
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FIGURE 3. The required propellant mass to reach orbit for a candidate SSTO vehicle, expressed as a percentage of 
the initial vehicle gross lift-off mass, is plotted as a function of the initial launch altitude. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Towers of height fifteen to twenty-five kilometers could be easi ly bui lt us ing present-day materia ls. Launch from 
the top of such a tower would have a long list of advantages. The improvement is primarily due to lower air density. 
The results of the trajectory simulation show that the required propellant loading for a candidate SSTO vehicle 
decreases as launch altitude is increased,. The propellant launch fraction is 87.5% of the gross lift-off mass for a 
sea-level launch, and decreases to slightly over 85% of the gross lift-off mass for a launch altitude of 25 km above 
sea level. Since for the candidate SSTO the payload is typically on the order of 2% of the gross lift-off mass, this 
decrease in required fuel mass can result in over a factor of two increase of payload mass. Even a five ki lometer 
launch altitude, equivalent to launching from the top of a moderate terrestrial mountain, would result in a significant 
improvement in payload. 
It is very likely that other advantages of tower launching w hich were not analyzed could contribute significantl y 
larger increases in payload, as well as operational simpli city. For example, the possible benefits of not having to 
compromise the design to deal with aerody namic loads at sea-level could be far more significant than the 
performance ga ins analyzed . Such a tower launch wou ld also be adva ntageous for advanced launch technologies , 
such as mass-driver, laser, microwave, or ram-accelerator launch. 
Higher towers have also been proposed ; for example, Landis and Cafarelli (1995) exami ned the use of towers of up 
to 2250-km altitude, extending well outside the Earth's atmosphere, and concluded that they mi ght be feasible with 
adva nced materials . Such a tower could be one component of a geosynch ronous tower, or "space elevator." A 15-
km tower could be a technology demonstration and a stepping-stone to more ambitious tower systems. 
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